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Abstract
The relationship between mere objects, richly aesthetic objects, and the emotional structure of
experience is considered in three parts. The first part attempts to develop the relationship
between object-ness and art-ness from the intellectual tradition of ordinary language philosophy.
The first part ends with the death of my wife. The second part provides a view of the emotional
structure of grief-experienced in the form of a poem. The third part attempts to reconcile the lost
and the kept, as intellectual and emotional structures are re-aligned. The thesis therefore attempts
to both show and tell the origin and nature of the material works I developed over the past six
years.
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Prayer
If I forget you Jerusalem / my right hand would wither
Psalm 137, ‘Exile’ J Rothenberg (trans)
Actions have consequences. By taking actions we are able to take part in events, to generate
outcomes, and to spawn artifacts. Artifacts, objects, histories; these encode our past and future
possibilities. Our trace through space and time is the series of actions we take, colliding with the
information-rich environment in which our actions are embedded: our path through life.
Environments possibly so cluttered that all actions are accommodations, information sometimes
so dense that no action is independent. Our ability to choose (to decide) makes our movements
actions (not mere behaviors) whether those choices are relational/reactive or absolute/isolated.
While our actions fill our environments (the social, physical & mental), our environments
profoundly constrain our actions. The turbulent bloom of necessary confusion that accompanies
any action is condensed by the affordances of objects: this is for that. But in art, this and that are
not for each other, or at least give the appearance of distance. The artifact traces its history,
carrying its trace of provenance, while the object simply is. The object, a thing in the
environment, is here, now. Now, the artist sees, takes an action (the right action, or a right
action), and part of the ongoing trace is art. Embodying the perception-action cycle, engaged
with its constraints, art constructs work; the artifact a piece in an unbounded game. An artifact a
piece like a word, or sentence, or story; there is no hidden inner meaning, to art or words, only
the role they play. This art, my art, is made to show and not to tell. This paper I will try and tell
for it – here is how it is to be.

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1. Enameled object (2017)
studio view.
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Figure 1. Clockwise from bottom left: brooch (2017), cast bronze, pearl; necklace (2016),
formed brass and bronze; pendant (2017), enamel and keum-boo on formed copper; ’Between
my hands’’ installation view (2017).
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On Production
By repeatedly folding and compressing a sheet of copper, a quasi-predictable distortion of a
conic section can be generated. The cosmetic and structural irregularities, which carry the trace
of the energy applied to the objects most clearly, are amplified when the interior and exterior
surfaces are enameled. Enamel is applied freely, but the objects conduct heat unevenly, which
leads to either some of the enamel becoming molten and starting to flow while other areas
remain underfired, or risking the object’s collapse when subjected to the heat of the kiln during
the complete overfiring of the enamel. By using the electroforming process to add both mass and
surface texture to the object, its capacity to hold enamel is increased. In addition, the edges and
planes of the object gain texture patterns that trace the intensity of electron flow in the
electrolytic bath. The increase in mass, combined with the stronger, and thus thicker, enamel
surface, make the objects intense not only in their visual appearance but also in their somesthetic
appearance. That is to say, the objects reward close inspection in multiple modalities by
revealing aesthetically engaging experiences as the objects are manipulated by people attempting
to exercise those capacities of perception. The process of production consists of repeated
editing: folding and refolding, enameling and removing enamel, electroforming before and after
enameling. The object is then either resolved, and presented as finished work, or unresolved and
returned to the set of materials for future repurposing.
For jewelry, as for any functional object, design and production must accommodate use. The
folded sheet metal becomes razor sharp when formed, and ragged when torn. The generative
processes used for making must be held in tight control during jewelry production. Holding
tightly is a familiar situation for jewelry to be in, as it commonly holds the wearer tightly if not
snugly through both attachment and constraint. Jewelry is precious, and precious things are
tightly held. For jewelry this holding is both physical, as we close our hand around a ring, and
emotional, as we lock the box where the ring is kept. For jewelry to be on the body, it must be
able to be held.
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The notion of an object (“an object”) draws the asker, if not the holder, closer to philosophy.
Here let me be pragmatic (you are welcome to join me). An object – consider some specific
object – has properties, in and of itself; Locke’s primary qualities1 It reflects light just so,
distorts space time just so, has some location, etc. It shares a space with you, so it has relational
(secondary) properties too. It looks blue, is too heavy to lift, and is in your path. I would say,
following Gibson’s ecological approach2, that the properties the object has, and those you have,
work together to determine what the object affords for you – what actions you can effect with the
object, from your perspective. Like lifting, or walking over/around, or dismantling for parts,
there are some things the object allows, and some it prevents. A way of life is a process of
attunement to the affordances of the environment, we might say, and look for agreement with
Heidegger or Husserl3.

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 3. Imogen Cunningham. Ruth Asawa, sculptor and her children, 1957.
Cunningham & Asawa produced this among other images aimed at illustrating the spatial affordances of
bodies and sculpture . See p. PAGEREF Asawa 13 for discussion.

Figure 2. Imogen Cunningham. Ruth Asawa, sculptor and her children, 1957. Cunningham
& Asawa produced this among other images aimed at illustrating the spatial affordances of
bodies and sculpture . See p. 13 for discussion

1

Locke, J., & Nidditch, P. H. (1979). An essay concerning human understanding. Oxford: Clarendon Press
Gibson, J. J. (1982). The ecological approach to visual perception. Bradford Books: New York.
3
The umwelt of Husserl’s Phenomenological Psychology (1925) & Heidegger’s Being and Time (1927).
2
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You (a person) and your actions (and mere behaviors) are as unclear philosophically as objects
and their properties are. My mentioning of phenomenology, of ecological psychology, of
empiricism, etc. suggests the variety of positions that might be brought to bear here to help
understand the relationship between an artifact and a work of art, or to help illustrate how the
relationship between an artifact and its manner of production might participate in constituting its
meaning. Pragmatically, I suggest we can get a lot of clarity by recognizing that these words
(‘meaning’, ‘art’, ‘person’) are used in different ways in different settings. If we attend closely
to the usages of words like ‘action’ or ‘person’ we can see that different ways of speaking are
different language games4. If we can tell what game we are playing, we can agree and disagree
about the best (proper) way to play. If we are not playing the same game then we cannot even
disagree; we are just talking nonsense to each other – the way we all do most of the time when
speaking philosophically (as Hacker puts it, in his Human Nature5).

Figure 3. Alberto Giacometti. Circuit. 1931-32. 4.5 x 48.5 x
47 cm. Beech and walnut wood. Centre Pompidou.
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Wittgenstein, L., & Anscombe, G. E. M. (1997). Philosophical investigations. Oxford, UK: Blackwell.
Hacker’s philosophical project is to remind the reader of the extent to which confusions appear to be philosophical
problems. By diagnosing the confusions as a condition of the use of language, we see that the project is neverending.
We must continually guard against changing linguistic practices that introduce nonsense into our concepts.
Wittgenstein urges us to restate philosophical problems in ordinary language so we can see that they are merely
puzzles resulting from playing the wrong language game at the wrong time.
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The work of art is a particularly problematic sort of thing. As a thing, it may be an event
and not an object; but of course it may be “a concept” and that’s a kind of thing with a very
different set of properties. The object as a work of art, though, let’s consider just that in our
pragmatic way. By being a work of art, the work of art has a host of qualities it didn’t when it
was just an object. It can evoke our passions, ignite our curiosity, or engage our aesthetics as an
intentional, rather than accidental, thing. It cannot force our cogitations, as these are volitional
powers. But it can engage them, so that we are thinking about it, and so engage us in an
attentional sense. The work of art can be made to intentionally engage; its purpose manifest in its
affordances. What makes the art a problematic object is that so many of its affordances are
unrelated to its materiality; what makes it art can’t be explained other than that it is
presented/received as art. The way of life, the meanings of words, for someone who has utilized
the aesthetic affordances the art provides is different from the way of life afforded before
encountering the object. The new art object promises to afford a novel way of life. The object
presented as art carries the burden of
justifying this promise; we trust that the
object will reward aesthetic
engagement, and that it’s not all just a
cruel hoax (as Kemp, 2021, reminds us).
The ethics of aesthetics (Budd, 2011) is
the ethics of playing a difficult and
possibly dangerous game; a game
dangerous to one’s ethical view of one’s
self and others, and dangerous in other
ways once ethics are breached.
Trust in art (artist, art context) is
the converse of risk. The risk of the
making for the craftsperson, and the risk
of the conception for the artist (Pye,
2008), are the risks we trust the maker
to have taken. The risk we take as

Figure 4. Isamu Noguchi (1971). To intrude on
nature’s way. Basalt 168.9 x 48.9 x 45.1 cm, Japanese
pine base 16.8 x
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viewers is to conceive of the work within our own ideology. We seek to understand what it is, or
imagine what it might have meant, by virtue of our own philosophy – our own way of
constructing meaning . There is always the chance of transgression, however, because we are
asked to view the object as someone else’s art and so someone else’s idea. There may be benign
misunderstandings, or epiphanies, but so necessarily also consequential falsehoods or poison
pills of one kind or another. Once we experience the art we open the possibility to experiencing
the aftereffects of all these ideas and ideologies. But the object is always empty of any concept,
or risk, or trust. The object just is. The non-primary relational qualities of the object cannot be
imagined in the absence of a person in the situation. We look, we see, we are in the situation.
My work is primarily addressing the materiality of intention by developing a variety of
quasi functional / quasi decorative forms within the constraint of direct accretion of
(re/de)formations from predictable stochastic processes edited by a guided random walk.
Considering the empty space between my hands, the spirit of the practice was to follow Calder’s
conjecture: “Simplicity of equipment and an adventurous spirit in attacking the unfamiliar or

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 6. June Schwarcz Apollo’s Pool (1993). Enameled electroformed copper.
(7.0 x 23.5 x 24 cm). This is a very heavy piece.. Schwarcz’s electroforming is extensive: the thickness of
the
copper
on theSchwarcz.
near cornerApollo’s
is not much
greater
than
the whole electroformed
object. See p. PAGEREF
Asawa
13 for
Figure
5. June
Pool
(1993).
Enameled
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discussion

x 24 cm). See p.13 for discussion
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unknown are apt to result in a primitive and vigorous art.” For Calder, ‘primitive’ contrasted
with ‘decadent’, but his affection for geometries of ancient civilizations suggests an urge to
identify ‘primitive’ with not just the vigorous and authentic, but also with the traditional lifeways
of those ancient cultures. Vigor and authenticity do not rely on a romantic appeal to the nature
of ‘nature’, and nothing hinges on labeling the ancient and ongoing traditions of humankind as
‘primitive’. In my work, by focusing the hammer, the torch & the ionic flux, the material moves,
deforms, colors, ages, and is rejuvenated. But always there is the aim of having no idea beyond
the object, beyond the goal of enhancing its thingness.
My practice takes as inspiration some great success of mid century artists working
constructively with energy, such as Asawa (Figure 2), Giacometti (Figure 3), Noguchi (Figure 4),
Schwarcz (Figure 5), Bontecou, Falkenstein, or Rothko. These artists make work about
experience itself; their work argues that art includes experiences like those induced by their
work. This work constructs an argument about art where appearance and reality coincide. For
example, “[Serra],” according to the New York Times, “prefers to believe in the untranslatable
quality of his materials, as if there are ‘no ideas but in things’ to borrow a line from the poet
William Carlos Williams.” The line is widely quoted as a foundation of Abstract Expressionism
(influencing Jasper Johns and, most directly, Robert Smithson). The line is also widely quoted as
a response to the floweriness of 19th century Romanticism, a line to draw the attention of poets
to the need to show rather than tell. The apparent facility of this, and the related exhortation
(‘Show, then tell’), takes showing too far, takes abstraction (the inability to tell) to be

Figure 6. M. Kalish, Spring 2017. Enamel, patina and silver on electroformed copper and brass. Glass,
with inclusions.
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meaningless. The view, articulated for example in Karr’s essay Against Decoration6, takes
poetry to be uninteresting (and, hopefully, unpublishable) if it is not readily, literally understood.
William Carlos Williams also famously said, “A poem is a machine made of words”. A machine
is an abstract device in kind, and concrete in example, like a lever, or a winch, or a piece of
music. A poem/music is an art that has no location, until it is nearly forgotten and then it is
(hopefully) recorded somewhere. How eerie, to be but not to be anywhere.

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 7. Installation view, 2017. Three objects in copper and enamel, one patinated copper
mobile, brass with electroformed milkweed pod necklace, four glass pieces

6

Karr, M. (1991). Against decoration. Parnassus, 16, 277.
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On 8 April 2018 Marthe Reed, my wife and partner of 35 years, died suddenly.

10

Figure 7. Richard Serra (2018) from Black and White
.
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1234/surely a memory :: my mother, an easel :: thus nursery school (other
fragments submerged) her picking me up for :: vaccinations (confounded
with Ten) :: or :: Singapore
/FiveSixSevenEightNine101112131415161718Nineteen
In my parents' house, Barong and Rangda hung in the stairwell.
Providence, Marthe Reed [My Love [Her Love
:: 4 ::
San Diego
:: Shaliko danced (Sisterinlaw) ::
:: Barong and Rangda danced :: (Honeymoon)
Hung in our livingroom
San Diego << where I place our love >>
:: wedding ::
an impossible task, this
::Hopiland, the deer danced (Son) ::
:: 6 ::
Wanneroo :: struggled :: (Child a Daughter)
(a house, house work) Barong and Rangda
thou swell.
The beach a promise
:: 7 ::
Lafayette Louisiana: Barong and Rangda next to the air conditioner return
: Swamp in the hallway
: Marthe Reed poet
bringing art bringing love seen but ::anger:: not seen
:: 11 ::
Syracuse: Barong and Rangda on the stairwell
: adult children find their way
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: old pets die
: new pets arrive
: the ocean the ocean the ocean Calls
:: 5 ::
]
time begins slowly, moves slowly, then, all irregularity
every day
A year time. We remember
day

week month

season

a year
a year
a year
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Dream
‘Things never are as bad as they seem / So dream dream dream’
J Mercer, 1944

Figure 8. Barong & Rangda (Bateson & Mead, 1942, page 165)
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The cult of death and witches is the "dark" side of Balinese religion, and, though it
penetrates into virtually every corner of daily life, adding an anxious note to the
otherwise equable tenor of existence, it finds its most direct and vivid expression in the
ecstatic ritual combat of those two strange mythological figures: Rangda and Barong. …
The razor-thin dimensions of the line dividing reason from unreason, eros from thanatos,
or the divine from the demonic, could hardly be more effectively dramatized.
(Geertz & Geertz, 1973)
When my wife died I clove to two books: Joan Didion’s A year of magical thinking and
C.S. Lewis’ A grief observed. I hesitated to embrace both works. Lewis’ strong Christian
beliefs have kept his ideas at a distance from me, but his questions about the persistence of
a man’s identity following the death of his love are fundamental. He gave me the image of
the road that grief travels. Didion, whose beloved spouse of many years died suddenly,
evokes questions of gender and class that, convincingly, fail to isolate her from my
experience; she gave me the label for the Vortex. I initially believed that the Vortex is what
happens to those things I am trying to remember (a distortion of what is “stored in
memory”), but now I think it is what happens to the act of trying to remember itself (a
distortion of what I experience while remembering). Anything that would remind me of
her (a view from a window, the scent of a flower, the sigh of a dog), and would have, when
she was alive, sent me to asking after her, or to searching for a souvenir for her, or to
making a piece of jewelry for her, would instead send me to the Vortex. Didion’s
description took a book to write, so I will not harm it by trying to summarize, other than to
say that a journey into the Vortex is destabilizing, breathtaking, and blackly painful.
Lewis’ book talks about a man’s struggle to remain himself after half of himself is
gone. How should this one lung grow to serve as two once did? There is a half of one’s self
– the unmeasurable part of my self – that, generated by one’s love, lives in the partner.
This, and the half of hers in me; those are gone. The witches over whom Rangda is queen
(Figure 8) can detach their heads, lungs and heart from their bodies and fly the world
looking to assuage their unassuageable hunger. The body left behind when half the insides
are gone, waiting for the head to come back – the body is more mutilated than a grieving
16
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person, lacks the capacities of the head to express its grief, but it is waiting just like I was,
as I am still, and as all grieving people will always be. Waiting for my dead beloved to
come back, or waiting to go join her; joining the beloved in death: a dark thought, but one
that surely drives much of human history. For a week, a month, at the outset of grief (and
the onset, later) there is no end, no bottom, no other emotion, only grief.

Figure 9. R. Motherwell. Elegy, Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Museum, Louise E. Bettens Fund, ©
Dedalus Foundation, Inc. / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York, Photo ©President and Fellows
of Harvard College, 1949.49. Paper collage and gouache on masonite, 74.9 x

To describe a difference is not to describe a change. At the time of my wife’s death in
2018, my practice required a concentration of my intention to control my aesthetic
navigation within its self-constrained parameters, regulating the flux of energy – to increase
and dissipate its tension – with pressure, heat, chance. All of this remains true. Yet, in the
domain of my grief, ‘concentration’ and ‘control’ seem as impossible as they do ridiculous.
17
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Dimensions of experience shift in alignment and intensity, render memory unreliable, make
trying to remember seem impossibly painful. The Vortex intervenes. In any quiet moment,
the Vortex intervenes. Non-thinking right-action7 is rendered indistinguishable from a
forced march in the wrong direction. The notion of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ suggesting the
possibility of a map, or navigating a landscape flooded with grief by the promise of a bright
line (a representation of thought, a line on a map not a line in the world) of rational action.
Concentration on aesthetics becomes impossible without foregrounding the experience of
grief.
The art of grief includes the elegy: Motherwell’s Elegies (Figure 9), and his Lyric
Suite; Mingus’ Goodbye Pork Pie Hat; Carson’s Nox; Catullus; Auden. There is likely a
reason: the universality of grief, the endurance of grief, the power of grief. When that power
is applied by the artist, a lemma to Calder’s conjecture applies: everything is unfamiliar
and unknown, but some of the power of grief can be focused and encapsulated or dissipated
by art. The power of grief itself transcends focus; squeezing the set of possibilities, or
expanding infinitely while increasing their entropy, increasing their similarity because
nothing moves, nothing distinguishes one choice from the next. So: there is no choice.
Contracting or expanding into unity, remembering becomes the Vortex.
Distinguish noun from verb. Separate potentiality from actuality. Articulate both the
capacity and its exercise. The Vortex is a distortion of the process of remembering,8 an
added filter, altering the dynamics of consciousness in order to protect from harm. To
protect from the power of the grief, to prevent dwelling on the impossible/eerie absence of
the so clearly present loved one, all thoughts become distorted. The self is protected by an
obscuring cloud; not a shield, but a maelstrom obscuring vision of the past. But I can
glimpse my beloved unclouded, catching details through the chaos of emotions, my body
unrequited in its gestures. The glimpses promise a reward for stilling the defensive swirl,
for finding an eddy to share with a memory that seems to be … just… there. The Vortex

7

As Krishna tells Arjuna in the Baghavad Gita.
This is all to say, that to be a person is partly to have a set of cognitive and cogitative capacities that one can (learn
to) exercise. The analysis of these capacities requires clarity on the distinction between having a capacity, being
able to exercise the capacity, and the causal preconditions for the existence of the capacity. Here, my capacity for
memory is distorted. The preconditions apply, and I possess the capacity – I have the potential to remember. I
cannot, due to force of grief, exercise this capacity to remember what I want to remember (joy, love, her face)
without remembering what I don’t want (death).

8
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Figure 10. M. Kalish, Elegy (1). 2018. Copper, canvas, electroformed, kiln & torch fired
enamel, soot.

distorts the remembering, but not the memory. Memories are traces of experience; only
new experiences distort them.
The distortions of the Vortex are the ripple effects of un-takeable actions as the agent
(me) reflexively, deliberately, entirely, attempts to engage the dead. The distortions are the
(pushback, crossflow, counter-eddy) defense of love from the (riptide, tide, current,
undercurrent, manic unidimensional fixation) pain of love when the object of love is (dead)
gone.
Painting is an act of hubris, drawing is a declaration of skill. Grief gives power to propel
action without skill. By using ink and soot and wax on rice paper, I found a way to do what
humans do9: paint. My practice had been predicated on the object-ness of experience, the
novelty of expression (or vice versa). That practice had eschewed painting and drawing as

9

The application of color on surface is undoubtably a hallmark of humanness. We’ve been at it for a hundred
thousand years. The practice of painting-as-art is later, and depends on the social construction of both art and
painting.
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too loaded with purpose to pursue without study. But the power to make art demands
exercise and while grief is the absorber-of-energy, it also boils with the energy of the
Vortex: An energy that promises release (a reduction in pressure) through art. Elegies.
Epitaphs. Eulogies.
To make some work, some objects but now: paintings? They gave me space to feel the
emotions of the Vortex more freely, to go in and to find an action; to act, to be, but mostly
to feel. I adopted this work practice – acting in accord with the feelings of the moment;
suspending judgment. The feeling of having the form, the color, emerge with spontaneity,
recording the trace of gesturing was a very early part of my practice. I have long been
drawn to the way metal moves under the hammer, so like but unlike clay or wax under the
hand. I have been drawn to the way glass melts onto metal, engaging with it like but unlike
water on paper. I have been drawn to the way heat works with gravity and tension, with
the predictable unpredictability of oxidation and viscosity. I have been drawn to the
deposition of copper over found shapes, lines and eddies of power, accreted crusts. Now, I
am drawn to watercolor dense with pigment, engineered to engage with paper, paper
synergistically developed to enhance paint, as essential to modernity as bread, sausage,
cheese, jam. With watercolor, I found a new sense of the Why Cheap Art? Manifesto10: “...
Art is like good bread! / Art is like green trees! / Art is like white clouds in blue sky! / Art
is cheap! / Hurrah!”.
The metaphor of grief as an emotional power, pushing the self into a new mind, suggests
that as an emotion it is something that can be consumed – used up, exhausting its energy
through its own use. If grief is a distortion to memory, then the use of grief applies the
distortion. Once embodied as art, the future possibility of griefless recollection seems like
it has been abandoned. Once seen through the Vortex, the new memory replaces the old,
in accessibility if not in perpetuity. The deep power arising from grief seems transient,
though not finite. Whatever it (emotion, aesthetic; intellect) is, it balances uneasily enough
to push paint onto paper, tries to register itself in the diffusion of aqueous emulsion.
Painting attempts to register it (it), without disrupting its organic flow. At times it seems
that the delight of memory is bound to the new context, that the experience of grief is

10

Peter Schuman, Why Cheap Art? Manifesto. (1984). Glover, Vermont.
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necessarily the feeling of love. And this is true. To retrieve a memory is to alter it, the new
experience of remembering now part of the story. Retrieved inaccurately, the false memory
becomes embedded in memory, undifferentiable from veridical recollection. Retrieval
must be made with care, delicately, appreciatively. Painting as an expression of the context
the memory has now, to serve as a reminder of the shape of the Vortex.
The power of grief here: requiring careful remembering, because beyond the Vortex
are old pieces, pieces of old pieces, old ideas, memories. Distorted by the Vortex, and then
remembered that way; love’s face always now in death. The Vortex promises access to the
beauty now denied; that the Vortex, if envisioned, can be subtracted to leave the beauty
unblemished. How does memory disengage from the Vortex? By distilling, masticating,
fermenting, dehydrating the emotional component into a spagyric of grief, detaching it
from memories, brushing it off at least for a little while by gathering it up. To take up the
necklace of intestines, one’s own lungs soothed in stabilizing fluids, to be able to animate
the body another day.
The distortion, the Vortex: what is it? I have thought it a current, set up to protect from
Figure
SEQ Figure
\* ARABIC
12. Her blue
circle (2021)
view.
Three
pain,
engaged
when the
world demands
attention
to the Studio
beloved
now
deadblue
(and gone). The
iroshizuku inks from the collection of Marthe Reed, on Fluid hot-press 140lb paper.

pain that would be caused by seeing the self as it was: a whole self, distributed in two
bodies, voids filled with love, and as it is: halved, torn, broken. To avoid that pain, attention
is swept into the Vortex. And then, reminded of its power, swept back out. But instead, I
want to propose that the Vortex just is the pain, a dizziness caused by that present-absence
that becomes so intense it halts breath. But what that pain is, what that dizziness is, what
fuels the Vortex, is clearly love. The Vortex is the love we feel for that which no longer
can be had or held. Which of these is memory, ‘to have’ in mind, in my self I have her self
as part of me, or ‘to hold’ in my mind, in my self, to hold her self in mine. To have, an
experience that can now only be of the past, but the experience is always in the present. To
hold, now only a memory – to hold without hope of not letting go.

21
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Figure 11. M. Kalish. Untitled (2021). Watercolor and ink on cold-press 140 lb paper. 4” x 6”.

At some turns of the road, at the crests of hills, we can see what’s ahead. Maybe just
new views on old places, maybe fog, or open plains of doubt, but the road – like they say
– carries us on. To carry on, but not to depart. A place in time fixtures me. Marthe’s death
defines a second origin; an axis I revolve around. Still spinning, the Vortex counterpoint
to the anxieties of existing as half a person, the road still running between dark fears of
collapse and insensate non-collapse. The road widening, the traveler emerging from the
narrowing, birthing a new self from the canal of grief. The road cut, and bridged, ending
one thing and starting another. The work now is there, staking those edges. “Follow the
height of land” as the guidebooks always say, vague and reliable. See, here, this?
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